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A report prepared by the Association of Tech Act Projects (ATAP) finds that the demand for 

assistive technology devices and services which provide reasonable accommodation for 

individuals with disabilities -- including students -- is increasing.  However, barriers to assistive 

technology use -- such as funding inadequacies and changes in marketplace demand -- also 

remain prevalent.  ATAP also reports that state-level policies, both official and unofficial, are 

increasingly creating a higher demand for technology products and services which have “built-

in” accessibility features or otherwise go a long way toward complying with Section 508.  

Although the Clinton Administration prepared regulations which would require recipients of 

Tech Act funding (which includes all states) to ensure compliance with Section 508, it is not 

likely that the Bush Administration will issue these or similar regulations.  Rather, USED 

appears to be relying upon a National Center operated by the University of Washington to 

disseminate information about “best practices” related to Section 508 and on rehabilitation, 

research, and engineering centers to work with school districts and even publishers to ensure that 

products are more accessible.  A reading of the ATAP report suggests that states will have to 

take the lead role to ensure greater compliance.   

 

While the Bush Administration has included in its proposed budget for FY 2002, additional 

funding for agencies to subsidize the cost of assistive technology in both employment and 

education for individuals with disabilities, it remains unclear as to whether the Tech Act -- which 



was created in 1988 and amended in 1998 -- will be funded.  Hence, many of the individual state 

agencies which form the Association of Tech Act Projects will have to seek other sources of 

funding, most likely from state agencies or foundations.  Several of the state initiatives identified 

in the report are highlighted below.   

 

New Mexico has developed a telecommunications accessibility self-audit instrument and 

guidebook which expands agencies’ capabilities to self evaluate their compliance with Section 

508 and to provide information regarding consumer rights to obtain AT in the workplace.  New 

Mexico also set a national precedent in developing a written Section 508 policy, signed by the 

Governor in 1991, which has been incorporated into the State’s procurement and information 

systems plan under the authority of the Information Services Council.  New Mexico has also 

developed a software tracking program that allows school districts to request reimbursement 

under Medicaid, Medicare, and other Federal programs; this can reduce the overall costs of 

various assistive technologies.  The recently appointed Assistant Secretary for Special Education 

and Rehabilitation Services is Dr. Robert Pasternack, who previously was State Director of 

Special Education in New Mexico. 

 

The Missouri SEA, which ranks next to New Mexico in implementation of Section 508, requires 

that State agency procurement of software be purchased only after adequate assurance of 

compliance with Section 508 is obtained.  Massachusetts used Section 508 to leverage State 

information technology procurement policy forcing Microsoft to develop Microsoft Active 

Accessibility which ensures greater compatibility between screen readers and applications 

running on Windows 95.  In addition, “lemon laws” or warranty legislation covering numerous 

AT devices have been passed in Massachusetts, Connecticut, Idaho, South Dakota, Kansas, 

Oklahoma, Missouri, Rhode Island, Minnesota, and Louisiana; these laws make manufacturers 

accountable for quality accessibility design.   

 

In a related survey conducted by the Missouri Assistive Technology Center, 25 companies who 

received Cody Awards from the SIIA and who produce instruction software for students preK-

12, were contacted.  Only two of the 19 who responded indicated that they were aware of 

accessibility issues and specifically Section 508, and both were putting a plan in place to address 



accessibility in their product development.  Of the remaining 17 firms, 65 percent were not 

aware of accessibility as an issue; 100 percent were not currently addressing accessibility in 

product development; and almost 90 percent had no plans to address accessibility in the future.  

The report also indicated, that in addition to a lack of information about accessibility compliance 

issues, many respondents reflected significant misconceptions about accessibility such as the 

belief that the AT industry routinely tests their products with all instructional software so buyers 

should contact the AT provider to find out if the instructional software is compatible.  The report 

concludes that, until the industry begins producing accessible products, preK-12 schools will 

keep purchasing what is on the market, which is mostly inaccessible, and some students will not 

have full access to instructional materials.  The author also noted that those firms which 

expressed an interest in producing accessible products raised the question of what standards to 

use; Section 508, which was developed primarily for Federal purchases of technology products, 

or the National Center for Accessible Media, or the Center for Applied Special Technology, or 

other standards. 

 

As we found in our recent Survey of Technology Use in Special Education earlier this year, over 

half of the respondents who were directors of special education programs in large districts, were 

not familiar with Section 508 accessibility standards.  However, many respondents stated that if 

their state or the Federal government set forth a mandate that all products must meet Section 508 

accessibility standards (or other similar standards) in a short time frame, there would be a major 

impact on both the district in terms of making current products accessible, and on the types and 

sources of products purchased.   

 

The Missouri Assistance Technology Center report made several recommendations which would 

likely increase the accessibility of instructional software, including: 

 

 development of a set of accepted accessibility standards for instructional software 

similar to the standardized file formats for digital curriculum materials as 

specified in the Instructional Materials Accessibility Act of 2001, and building 

upon NCAM, CAST, and Section 508 software standards; 

 

 



 increased training and technical assistance for the instructional software industry 

to support the use of accessibility standards; included would be ongoing data 

collection on the status of accessibility initiatives within the industry and 

identification of support needs with a sharing of best practices (without infringing 

on proprietary interests); and 

 

 increased training and assistance to preK-12 schools. 

 

In a related recommendation, the instructional software industry should consider developing a 

product compliance template similar to one developed by the Information Technology Industry 

Association for instructional technology producers to document accessibility features. 

 

A recent discussion with John Bailey, director of the Office of Education Technology, indicated 

that the development of Section 508 Technology Accessibility Standards which are applicable to 

all Federal purchases of multimedia and related technology products, is in the hands of the Office 

of the Chief Information Officer at USED.  During hearings in July (see TechMIS, Washington 

Update July 2001), we reported that David Rose, President of CAST, testified before Senator 

Harkin on the need to encourage strongly software producers to follow the principles of 

“universal design” to ensure accessibility rather than making it necessary to retrofit software to 

interface with assistive technology.  During the Committee for Education Funding gala, we 

discussed with Senator Harkin the findings of the recent survey of SIIA’s 25 Cody winners 

regarding their knowledge about Section 508 and willingness to develop software which meets 

or goes toward meeting the Section 508 standards; namely, that only two of 25 were attempting 

to do so.  Senator Harkin, who is Chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, will look at 

suggestions regarding what types of incentives could be provided to software developers and 

technology vendors.  A suggestion was made to encourage strongly states to follow the role of 

Missouri, Texas, and Maryland, among others (see related Washington Update article) to 

develop critical standards to ensure access for individuals with certain types of disabilities in 

their procurement system.  One individual who was involved in drafting Section 508 

requirements in the 1998 Tech Act amendments suggested that states or individual districts 

which are moving in the Section 508 compliance direction be given a certain amount of Federal 

funds to develop such criteria.  While House hearings on assistive technology and Section 508 

requirements have been tentatively scheduled for next Spring, it is possible that Senator Harkin 



will attach some riders to the appropriations bill which could provide some incentives or 

(through market mechanisms) to encourage more and more firms to take into account universal 

design principles or move toward compliance with Section 508 in their newer products.   

 


